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70 0?ZZ ??h07??, Zé 77a?z?/ c07zcé7°7z* 
Be it known that I, FRANK WRIGHT', a citi 

Zen of Hºngland, residing at No. 21 Old Queen 
Street, West miraster', Iondon, England, have 
irawerated a certain new and useful Coin-E'reed 
GaS-Meter Apparatus, of which the following 
is a Specification. 
My in wention relates to coin-freed app?ra 

· tuS applicable to gas-meters so arranged that 
: O it can readily be applied to existing meters 

and can be worked by coins of two different 
Yalues, Such as pence and half-pence. 

I shall describe apparatus according to my 
in wention, referring to the accompanying 

'5 drawingS. 
F'igure 1 is a perspectiwe external wieW of 

an ordinary dry meter modified according to 
my in wention. Fig. 2 is a plan with cower r{?- 
mowed to show the internal mechanism. F'ig. 

:O 8 is a, Section, partly in elewation, on the line 
X X Of Fig. 2. Fig. 4 is a section, partly in 
elevation, on the line YY of H'ig. 2. F'igs. 5 
and 6 are sections, respectively, on Z |Z and 
W W of Fig. 2. . Fig. 7 is a modified form of 

! 5 Wheel.JK...…….. ~~~~--~~~–… 
"W is the walve-shaft, which is caused to re 
wolve in the usual way by the Oscillating arms 
???? and links 'p' ?y', and which by worm-gear 
'ty* ¢auses the spindle_A of the counter to re 

; o wol we. On the spindle A is fitted, free to re 
wolve a sleewe B, carrying a worm b, gearing 
with a, wheel JK of the coin-fre'ed mechanism 
hereiraafter described. 
C is a disk fixed on the spindle A and hav 

;5 ing an arm ID fitted to slide radially on it 
and urged OutWard by a spring d. The outer 
erad of the arma ? is thickened and has Orae 
Side shaped as a tooth d/', 

R is a, disk loose on the sleewe B, but fixed 
:? On the framing of the meter. 

F' is another disk, which by means of a rod 
f; projecting through a Semicircular slot in 
the face of the counter, can be partly turned 
arourad the spiradle A, and can be held in any 

'5 desired position. Both the disks B and 'F' 
have at their peripheries inwardly-projecting 
fdanges cut away for half : the circumference. 

HI is a, t00thed wheel fixed on the sleewe B. 
AS the Cou L1 ter-spiradle A revolves it Carries 

? around the disk C and arria ID, the tooth d° of 
which, being held engaged with the teeth of 
the Wheel H by the fiange of the disk E or I', 

5 

causes the sleewe B to revolve, dri wing the 
coin-freed mechanism, but when after rewolw'- 
ing a certain distance the end of ID escapes 
from under the fiange of R} or F its tooth d/ 
becomeS disengaged from H, and A gOeS on 
revolving without driwing B until the end of 
D again passes under the flange of H or F', 
Which causes its tooth d” to engage again With 
and drive the wheel H. Thus ewery rewolti 
tion of the Spindle A causes a less or greater 
fraction of a revolution of the sleewe B, ac 
cording as the disk F is Set With a greater or 
leSS interwal between its flange and the flange 
of E, and consequently the Wheel driven by B 

| requires a greater or leSS. number of rewolu 
tions of A, and : therefore the passage of a 
greater or leSS quantity of gaS to receive the 
movement necessary to gi we effect to the ac 
tion of the introduced C0in. ~ 
The wheel K has its mowements adjusted in 

the manner described, S0 that one-quarter of 
a, revolution shall corresporad with the deli w 
ery of so much gas as is of the walue of the in 
troduced Coira, which may, for example, be a 

tion in the Value of gas, the Wheel K imay be 
worked direct from the spindle A without in-' 
terwention of any adjusting mechanism. In 
either case the wheel fX has througia, it at 
equal intervals four holes of the size to allow 
passage of a, penny. . Above the wheel K is 
fixed a cylinder L, hawitag in itS side a horizon 
tal slot l for admitting the coith or a number' 
of the coins, and a heavy plunger f', which 
has to be raised by hand When a goin is to be 
introduced at , and which, when let go, presses 
down the coin or coins below it. The cylin 
der T, may aisO have a wertical Slot, as shown 
in . H'ig. 1 with an index * attached to the 
plunger l' and showing On a Scale how many 
Goiras- there are under the plurager. On each 
side of the cylinde]' L, near itS bottom, there 
is piwoted an arm l°, ha.wing a stepped lower 
face which acts as a grawity-pawl, allowing 
one coin or seweral to paSS under it and hold 
ing it or them down when passed. 
M is the gas-Supply pipe, which, instead of 

going direct to the slide-walves, as usual, is 
interrupted at M'' and has to pass through a, 
valve ~box containing a walve ???, having its 
stem ?m?' projecting up through a stuffing-box 
and pressed by a leWer carrying an adjustable 
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